Resources

Researcher Databases

Both Anschutz and Boulder campuses maintain databases that can be used to enable collaboration among researchers across all disciplines.

Colorado PROFILES and CU Doctors can be used to identify researchers in the medical fields. Colorado PROFILES contains information across all CU campuses while CU Doctors exclusively lists Anschutz researchers.

CU Experts can be used to identify researchers in all fields represented on the Boulder campus and exclusively lists Boulder researchers.
CU Experts

- Boulder managed
- Main data inputs: Multiple

Search results:
- Boulder campus only
- All Boulder Research Fields
Colorado PROFILES

- Anschutz managed
- Main data inputs: PubMed

Search results:
- All campuses
- Medical Research Fields
Partnership Specialists

Partnership specialists on both campuses can assist with individual or group connectivity between campuses. If you have an idea and are looking for support in finding collaborators or consulting with experts outside your field, we're happy to help.

- Diane Ladell [5], Research Development Partnership Specialist, CU Anschutz [6]
- Kristen Kruszewski [7], Research Development Partnership Specialist, CU Boulder [8]
Proposal Support

The CU Boulder Research & Innovation Office (RIO) provides proposal development services for multidisciplinary teams spanning the Anschutz and Boulder campuses.

- RIO proposal development services description [9]
- Request proposal development support [10]

Joint Collaborative Research Processes

For those considering or already engaged in research collaborations between the CU Anschutz and CU Boulder campuses, the following links will assist you with important processes and workflows.

- Single IRB Review [12]

CORE Facilities

CORE facilities on each campus offer access to equipment, instrumentation and services to help you achieve your research goals.

- CU Anschutz CORE Labs [13]
- CU Boulder CORE Facilities [14]
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